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A classic bear market formation has happened on Wall Street following the sharp
downward correction that began on January 27 with a dramatic ten percent decline over
the next fortnight.
Since then the S&P500 Index has made three attempts to recover lost ground and on each
occasion it has failed to reach anything like the January 27 peak. ShareFinder accordingly
predicts that it will make one last attempt between now and March 26/30. But this is similarly
unlikely to succeed, particularly now that that President Trump has launched a trade war with
China which, scholars of economic history recall is remarkably similar to the one that turned
the 1929 recession into a full-blown depression. Moderating things a little, however, the US
economy added 313 000 jobs in February, but average hourly earnings moderated after a big
jump in January. This tempered fears of higher inflation and perhaps lowered expectations of
the number of rate hikes expected this year
My graph below suggests that two scenarios are now possible. The yellow (short-term)
prediction sees an immediate sharp decline getting under way this week while the orange
(medium-term) projection senses that today (Wednesday) could offer the last peak with a
sideways trend until March 26 before a slide gets firmly under way. Furthermore, the smoothlycurving long-term projection sees the final peak of a nine-year bull market occurring during this
year:

Furthermore, Europe’s main exchanges, the British FT100, the Paris Cac 40 and Germany’s
Dax have all been on their way down since mid-January and ShareFinder projects that all three
are likely to continue their downward trend until June at least:
In the Far East as well the same pattern is evident with Hong Kong’s Hangsen having peaked

on January 29 and Tokyo’s Nikkei on January 24 with both markets projected to continue on
down until June at the earliest.

Only here in South Africa are things a little different with the JSE All Share Index set to reach a

new high on or about March 20 in ShareFinder’s yellow short-term projection and on April 20 in
ShareFinder’s red (medium-term) projection before beginning a downward spike until the end
of May.

All of which brings me to the Prospects Portfolio which appears set for one last peak towards
the end of this month before it is likely to experience a two-month decline until the end of May.
Having grown by 332.8 percent since its inception in January 2011 with a R1-million
investment that today is worth R3 566 174, it has achieved a total return of 24.73 compound.
Unlike the previous graphs, ShareFinder sees this one continuing once it has completed its
April and May decline with the year-end currently projected to be up by a further 4.3 percent.

In the February Issue I announced my decision to cut our losses on our EOH investment and
was able to do so at the end of February at a price of R75.97 with the result that the portfolio
now looks like this:

With cash now representing a third of this portfolio, we
are well positioned to take advantage of any bargains
that should occur once the predicted period of
weakness has run its course. Noting, in addition, that
we have reduced the portfolio spread to just nine
shares, the spread is rather thin and I plan to add at
least three more shares and possibly will also add to
some of our existing holdings in order to create greater
even-ness.
Shares that I am currently considering are Adaptit,
JSE, Sabvest, Cashbuild and Barworld while I would
like to also take on additional holdings of A-V-I. Of
these, the most interesting currently is Cashbuild
whose graph appears on the right. Here, noting
ShareFinder’s projection, it might be necessary to wait
until November before this share bottoms.
Next favoured choice would be Adaptit which, noting
my next graph projection, I might have to wait until as
long as next February. Indeed, the earliest buying
opportunity in this list is JSE which might bottom as
early as mid-April at around R178.

Top Performer Lists

In the pages that follow we publish lists of the
world’s top-performing shares which, we submit, should form the bulk of your investment portfolios in their
respective countries or as suggested replacements for any in your portfolios that are achieving lesser growth rates
than the ShareFinder Blue Chip average growth rates which head the lists. The shares listed in the first block of
each list have been selected because of their investment grade quality, their very high dividend growth rates and
superior investment safety. The second block of ten offers significantly higher dividend growth rates but at the
price of a greater degree of investment risk. The shares listed in the third block have been selected because of
their investment grade quality and their very high price growth rates. These offer superior investment safety.
Those in the fourth block generally offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price of a greater degree
of investment risk:

JSE Blue Chips to consider:

Top London Stock Exchange Performers:

Top New York Performers:

Top Australian Performers

